A novel approach to identify non-palpable breast lesions combining fluorescent liposomes and magnetic resonance-guided high intensity focused ultrasound-triggered release.
The combination of fluorescein-containing liposomes (FCL) and magnetic resonance-guided high intensity focused ultrasound (MR-HIFU)-triggered release is a promising approach for lesion demarcation and more efficient removal of non-palpable breast lesions. Exposure of FCL to ablation temperatures (60 °C) using MR-HIFU would result in palpable, stained tumors, which are more easy to identify during surgical resection. In this study, proof-of-concept concerning fluorescent FCL for MR-HIFU-triggered release and tumor demarcation of non-palpable breast lesions is presented. Ex vivo experiments in human blood and porcine muscle tissue showed increased label release from the liposomes, clear fluorescence enhancement and diffusion of the released compound after heating to 60 °C. Next, fluorescein release of FCL was observed after MR-HIFU-mediated mild hyperthermia (42 °C) and ablation temperature (60 °C) for a short period (30s), which is in line with the clinically relevant MR-HIFU treatment parameters. These results indicate the potential of the FCL as a tool to improve tumor demarcation in patients by MR-HIFU-triggered release. Therefore, this method may offer a new tool for efficient surgical resection of non-palpable breast tumor lesions by enabling proper discrimination between tumor tissue and adjacent healthy tissue.